Set yourself up for success and reach your recruitment goals! The Clinical Trials Administrative Office can help you develop accrual plans.

Learn more about what it takes to get started by emailing CTAO Director Mark Marchant.

Clinical Trial Town Halls: The CCTS will host a series of meetings aiming to help investigators understand what clinical trial resources are available through the CTAO, CRSP and other supports.

Let us know when you would be able to attend a town hall by making selections through this simple poll.

Hot off the Press! New podcasts have been added to the CITP on the Go series. The five new additions help investigative teams navigate clinicaltrials.gov.

Listen here.

Accelerate time to IRB approval: Consult with the IRB before you submit your protocol to work through questions, ensure correct documentation and enhance project clarity in preparation for review. The OIRB will begin holding office hours biweekly on Thursdays starting July 29th.

Mark your calendar and get the details here.

Thank you for reading,
UAB Clinical Trials Administration Committee (CTAC)

Do you have news or updates to share with the clinical trials community at UAB? Send us an email!